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Introduction 
 
This report provides a description and transcript of the workshop hosted by New 
Philanthropy Capital (NPC) for the Commission on the Voluntary Sector & Ageing on 
10 January 2014 at the Prudential, London.  The workshop was designed to explore 
the voluntary sector’s potential emerging opportunities, needs, and challenges over 
the next 10-20 years as preparation for social demands in the future.  The design 
focus included starting conversations on the following: 
 

• Reviewing the state of the voluntary sector now (and its roots in the past); 
• Identifying critical emerging demographic trends, and sector-specific 

emerging changes; and 
• Highlighting areas of vulnerability in the current structure and processes of the 

voluntary sector, its available human resources, and sources of funding. 
 
The foresight process was chosen to kickstart those strategic conversations by 
orienting participants to the arc of changes the voluntary sector has seen and may 
expect.   The workshop began by mapping a past timeline – changes in the 
voluntary sector and its context from the 1960s to the present.  Next participants 
audited current working assumptions in the voluntary sector with a critical eye to 
spotting potential opportunities and vulnerabilities in emerging change.  The present 
assumptions and emerging changes were mapped using a Three Horizons1 change 
framework (see the attached slidedeck for the illustrative changes provided).  The 
following pages provide a description and transcription of the process and output. 
 
 
Activities and Discussions 
 
Introductions 
Participants introduced each other in plenary, then worked in groups of two or three 
to identify highlights of the last five decades.  Reminding people of the sheer volume 
of past change they have successfully weathered helps them to absorb and use 
insights about emerging change and entrepreneurial opportunities.  Reviewing 
changes in the external environment over the past few decades gives the internal 
changes their external context. Participants map significant events from the past 40-
50 years on a timeline ‘mural’ to create a rich picture of transformational change 
that participants have already experienced. 
 
Past Timeline 
Participants remembered their past together in discussions and conversations, 
working from the 1960s forward.  A general rule of thumb in foresight is that thinking 
back twice as far as you wish to explore forward helps prepare people to consider 
the wide-ranging possibilities of emerging change.  A foresight and planning horizon 
of 2035 – twenty years from now – benefits from considering the historical patterns 
people have experienced forty or fifty years back.  The following transcript captures 
the events, popular landmarks, characteristics, and eras people considered most 

                                            
1 Bill Sharpe, Three Horizons: The Patterning of Hope, 2013; see also Curry and Hodgson, 
“Seeing in Multiple Horizons: Connecting Futures to Strategy,” Journal of Futures Studies: 
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/13-1/A01.pdf . 

http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/13-1/A01.pdf
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significant vis-à-vis the voluntary sector in the UK over the past half century.  
Significant turning points or watershed transformations are identified where relevant. 
 
 

 
 
 
1960s 
• The Beatles – the 60s were about young people – Beatle Mania 
• Colour TVs 
• RIP JFK (1963), Martin Luther King, Malcolm X 
• Invention of [voluntary?] sector 
• Biafra 
• The Sexual Revolution 
• Contraceptive pill 
• Voluntary sector assumed to be of diminishing importance 
• Moon landing, 1969 
• Labour Government – Equal Pay Act – Race Relations Act – Decriminalisation of 

homosexuality 
• Shelter – born; Amnesty International – born; Gingerbread – born; lots of exciting 

new social organisations emerge on the scene 
 
Watershed – “Cathy Come Home”: broadcast media put social problems into UK 
living rooms. 
 
 
1970s 
• “Cathy Come Home” and campaigning charities 
• Winter of discontent 
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• UK joins EU (1973) 
• Local government reorganisation and local voluntary sector funding (1974) 
• Support for victims, voluntary sector (1974) 
• US civil rights movement 
• Women’s liberation and the growth of feminism 
 
Watershed – value shift in race and gender equality, and rise of environmentalism. 
 
• End of Vietnam War 
• 1976 drought 
• Worst recession since the war 
• Oil Crises – two “oil shocks” 
• Thatcher elected 
 
 
1980s 
• Cell phones were big bricks 
• De-industrialisation of UK (1981) 
• Reagan / Thatcher / USSR Cold War tensions 
• Falklands War 
• Community Care Act (1983) 
• Band-Aid and famine in Ethiopia (new forms of charitable giving) 
• Internet 
• Watford lose to Everton in Cup final (1984) 
• Care in the Community (1986) Griffiths 
• End of the typing pool 
• Thatcherism 
• Miners’ strike 
• Emergence of the World Wide Web 
• Development of voluntary sector as academic discipline; growth of 

managerialism 
• Berlin Wall falls 
 
 
1990s 
• Nelson Mandela freed 
• Collapse of USSR  
• Windows 3.1 (1991) 
• Maastricht Treaty (1992/1993) 
• Call centres arrive 
 
Watershed – AIDs brought previously taboo topics into public discussion (eg child 
abuse, homosexuality, and gay rights). 
 
• Networking and email 
• Outsourcing services 
• Contract culture 
• Move toward public service delivery 
• Deakin Commission – setting standards 
• Poll tax riots 
• Demise of Margaret Thatcher’s administration 
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• Tony Blair Prime Minister (1997) 
• Charity commission changing role >> public trust and confidence 
 
Watershed – voluntary infrastructure grew significantly in the 70s – 80s – 90s, falls off 
cliff subsequently. 
 
 
2000s 
• 9/11 – changed relationships between Muslim and Western worlds 
• “War on Terror” 
• End of 2000 social housing contract 
• New Labour political focus on third sector / voluntary sector 
 
Watershed – volunteers younger, more professional (eg Citizens Advice Bureau in the 
90s vs now). 
 
• iPod released (2001) 
• VCS Public Service Delivery 
• CRB checks 
• Building sector infrastructure 
 
Watershed – from “outputs” to “outcomes”. 
 
• Public Benefit Act 
• World Wide Web as mass media 
• iPhone released (2007) 
• Rise of social media 
 
Watershed – using social media, people identify and self-organise around issues and 
problems. 
 
• Raising of the retirement age (2008) 
• Financial crisis 
• Obama elected 
 
 
2010s 
• Big Society 
• Chipping away at ethos of the voluntary sector 
• Death of Third Sector - RIP 
• Chief Executives’ pay 
• Coalition politics 
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The Three Horizons Framework 
The Three Horizons framework is a useful extension of a historical timeline.  Historical 
timelines identify patterns in past change, such as transformational watersheds 
generated by obsolescence and innovation.   Three Horizons assumes that 
assumptions, paradigms, values, trends, and innovations have life cycles.  Horizon 
One includes current events and strong trends in the upper left hand side of the 
curve.  As time goes by and the curve drops to the right, tensions, conflicts, and 
constraints increase as Horizon One paradigms and infrastructure become less fit for 
purpose in the context of dynamic change, and thus more vulnerable to 
competitors. 
 

 
 
Horizon Three represents the positive potential of emerging changes.  As new 
paradigms surface, values shift, and innovations come to market, transformational 
worldviews, values, and opportunities can also emerge. The turbulence of Horizon 
Two forms in the valley between the decline of Horizon One assumptions and 
conditions, and Horizon Three emerging change.  This turbulent zone is where 
transition technologies, strategies, conflicts, and opportunities may erupt.  
 
 
Horizon One 
Businesses often become vulnerable when they take the present for granted.  
People assume that their current working assumptions will remain robust over time – 
yet emerging change is steadily eroding those assumptions.  In this discussion 
participants will brainstorm to create a map of current working assumptions, business 
models, stakeholder relationships, and infrastructure.  What is the current state of 
play?  How have the current working assumptions, business models, and 
infrastructure been informed by past experiences – and how are new ideas and 
innovation constrained by the past and present? 
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Participants worked in small groups to identify answers to Horizon One questions, from 
the perspective of organisers and managers of voluntary sector organisations: 
• what do you take for granted about the voluntary sector? 
• what are your basic operating assumptions? 
 
The results of the Horizon One ‘current state of play’ discussions were mapped on the 
wall mural: 
 
Core mission and identity 
• We are needed!  
• Our beneficiaries need us. 
• There are customers / users (and there will always be). 
• What we do is valuable and others recognise that. 
• People believe in and follow us because we are well-intentioned. 
• People will always believe that charities do a good job because they are 

charities. 
• People will miss us if we don’t exist. 
 
Unchanging nature of the work 
• We need to continue to deliver these services. 
• We have to do what we’ve always done. 
• If it’s not broke, don’t fix it. 
• Someone won’t deliver the service more cheaply. 
• That companies cannot do the good that charities do. 
• We’re unique, so we’ll always be needed. 
• We are very busy. (Too busy to look at that emerging change.) 
• It would be better if we did not have to charge for our services. 
• Risk is to be avoided. 
• Change is not nice (expensive and inconvenient). 
• Survival now is the priority. 
• We have a future. 
• The population is ageing. 
 
Funding 
• Local Authority contracts are sustainable. 
• That there will always be some funding, somewhere, and we can find it. 
• Government funds are decreasing. 
• People will donate funds. 
• I will get funding for unpopular causes. 
• Securing our funding will secure our future. 
 
Infrastructure and staffing 
• People need to talk to and meet people face-to-face for services to work. 
• We need premises (bricks and mortar). 
• If I open a shop there will be both customers and volunteer staff. 
• There will be a ready flow of staff and volunteers. 
• People will want to volunteer for / work for my organisation. 
• Qualified people will want to continue to volunteer to be on the Board. 
• People will want to read our newsletter. 
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Values and ethos 
• Most people are honest and trustable most of the time. 
• Public good will. 
• ‘Good’ values / ethos. 
 
Governance 
• The current governance structure (including trustees) will remain. 
• Regulation by Charity Commission will continue. 
• The VCS will continue to exist and be trusted by the public. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Horizon Three 
What’s changing within your industry? What are the emerging changes in the wider 
environment beyond your industry? This discussion combined suggestions from 
participants about emerging change – an audit of their awareness of change – with 
a presentation and resource card deck of emerging changes. This included not only 
technological innovations, but also social, economic, political, cultural, and 
environmental shifts.  These changes are creating a dynamic external environment 
for your organisation over the next few decades, and this environment offers both 
challenges, and entrepreneurial opportunities (see accompanying slidedeck).  
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Participants worked in pairs to identify their own lists of transformative changes, and 
then also chose relevant emerging changes from the change slides provided as a 
deck. 
 
Near future 
• Bye, bye BRICs; hello MINTs – shifting centres of economic power 
• Consolidation of wealth into fewer and fewer hands (wealthiest 100 people in the 

USA own 40% of national wealth) 
• Globalised culture vs increasing local diversity 
• Increasingly fragmented identities 
• Increasing contestation of social norms 
• Increased isolation for young / older people 
• Stop acquiring altogether – more people leasing as an alternative to buying 
• Everyone a World Bank – angel investor – JP Morgan Chase – new forms of giving 

aid, financing, banking devolve fiscal power to individuals and socially organised 
groups 

• Implications of changes in the balances of world power, eg, shift to China 
• World population rises in global south, then levels off 
• Health care: people increasingly think medical advances will enable them to live 

forever 
• DNA testing for health / increased life expectancy 
• Personalised genomics 
• 75 is the new 35: agelessness 
 
Mid-term future 
• Rise in civil emergencies with increasing impacts of global climate change 
• There will be increasingly frequent power blackouts in England (eg Reading and 

Oldham) 
• Several local authorities will go bust 
• The media gets proud and enthusiastic about the voluntary sector 
• Augmented reality capabilities are widespread (eg Google Glass) 
• Virtual goods and services economy will emerge 
• Personal information about everybody will be online 
• A new lifestage model emerges:  the Donor / Volunteer World-changer 
• Changing attitudes to work among young people 
• No separate ‘sectors’: blurred lines lead to eradication of ‘private’, ‘public,’ and 

‘charity’ 
• The “Equalities Gap” will increase before it decreases 
• Growing polarisation within areas 
• Tremendous increase in poverty and inequality in UK and the world 
• End of the middle class 
• End of the concept of the ‘deserving poor’ 
 
Farther future 
• Community Action will re-emerge after a sustained period of dismantling  
• Over 50% of local services will be delivered by the voluntary sector – increases in 

efficiency and responsiveness will result – “dismantling the state” 
• Becomes socially unacceptable for rich not actively to seek to support the poor 
• Acquiring social capital generates actual economic value 
• Reputation and trust economies will emerge 
• Social profit and philanthrocapitalism gain traction as business models 
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• Organisations will become a collection of free individual agents 
• Volunteering will receive pay or some form of social credit 
• New currencies – local currencies (eg Lewes pound) and digital currencies (eg 

Bitcoin) 
• All employers will make employee volunteering available (or mandatory?) 
• Designing cities for all ages – if it works for all – housing and transport 
• Smart cities 
• Intelligent, self-driving transport 
• Advances in applied cognitive neuroscience 
• Augmented humanity 
• Persuasive affective computing 
• AI/robotic helping hands 
• Travel increasingly difficult due to increased populations – new ways of 

communication developed 
• Disjunction of opinion in populations – coalitions of extreme movements 
• A new global World War 
 
 
Horizon Two  
In this discussion, three working groups revisited the ‘Horizon One’ current working 
assumptions in the context of the emerging changes identified on Horizon Three.  
Each chose one or two operating assumptions they thought were particularly 
vulnerable to change, and also those emerging changes they thought most 
threatening to current working models in the voluntary sector.  Each group then 
discussed how emerging changes might be used to generate innovative 
programmes and strategies for the voluntary sector.  Their output was presented and 
discussed in plenary, and is presented below. 
 
 
Emerging Insights and New Possibilities 
What assumptions are challenged the most? What, in turn, are the most challenging 
changes? What transformational opportunities and possible next steps can we 
envision emerging from those changes? 
 
Will we still be needed? 
• The work will still be needed, but the structures providing it will change, 

characterised by: 
• Social-movement led 
• Self-organising 
• Unusual alliances 

• Emerging templates: 
• Leeds – voluntary center in prison: lowered recidivism 
• GPs – ‘social prescribing’ 
• Community libraries 
• ‘Good gym’ 

 
Will people still want to work in the Voluntary Sector? Will there be funding? 
• Changing employment models 

o Corporate models decreasing 
o More like consulting 
o Federated small local groups: “We are a virtual super-charity.” 
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• Innovations in social care 
o Time banking 
o Less formal solutions 

• Elements of social care 
 
 
The sector can’t assume funding, but needs it for big issues… 
• Utilise emerging technology solutions to empower / enable local solutions 
• Harness instant media to make needs known instantaneously 
• >> model after Apple:  “Volunteering that just works.” 
• Voluntary sector as convenor rather than deliverer –  
• Supported by variety of recompense: eg, in-kind rewards, time-banking, a 

voucher system that contributes to rent, travel, dining out, etc. 
 
 
Reflections – final plenary discussion. 
 
• Geographic disparities across the UK – what does this mean for the move to 

localisation and the equality of services? 
• LDA – research suggests that a staggering number of local authorities will go bust 
• The resurgence of religion has been missing in our mapping of trends – yet the 

CoE still has a presence and infrastructure in every community that could be 
useful in making localisation practical 

• Also could leverage the growth of other religions with rich traditions of aid and 
charity. 

• Also missing:  political transformation – eg, note the disappearance of the middle 
class – this could perhaps create a real backlash politically and economically? 

• Think of the ASSETS of an ageing population:   
o Highly skilled 
o Succeed at business start-ups 
o Good mentors 

• We should also remember that the OAPs of 2033 will be significantly different 
(culture, abilities, tech / communications savvy) than today’s 

• Brian and Susan are assembling a rich resource of information, and will publish as 
a ‘what we know so far’ starter: 

o Data on ageing 
o Resources the sector could tap  

• Then we need to continue these conversations: 
o Identify lessons learned and 
o Find successes. 

 
You are our ambassadors! 
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Insights and Next Steps  
Halfway through the second decade of the 21st century, the voluntary sector faces 
significant challenges moving into the future, e.g.:  

• Reduced organisational financial resources due to the continued recession and 
continued government austerity measures, contributing to “the double pinch of 
decreased funding and increased demand on services”2 and resulting in too few 
resources to make effective use of all those who wish to volunteer; 

• Erosion of the middle class as automation and digital infrastructures expand 
beyond the industrial sector to affect service and white-collar jobs;  

• What some call ‘mass distraction’3 – multiple pulls on people’s time from 
overlapping roles in modern life, potentially reducing the volunteer pool; 

• Localisation, geographically distributed economic disparities, and increasing 
numbers of local authority bankruptcy combining to accentuate regional 
disparities in resources across UK’s third sector; 

• A growing demand/services gap in the charitable sector –  

“Almost nine out of 10 charities have reported a rise in demand for their 
services during the past year and a similar proportion are expecting a further 
increase over the coming year, according to research by the charity chief 
executives body Acevo. 

But only a third of respondents said they were confident that they would be 
able to meet the demand for their services, the research showed.”4  

• Increased cultural diversity within communities creating need for a greater range 
of culturally tailored and appropriate interfaces between voluntary organisations 
and their clients – and greater potential for cultural conflicts across service 
organisations, staff, volunteers, and clients. 

• Growing climate change impacts:5 

o Increased ambient temperatures, affecting both health in the elderly and 
the working environment for volunteers, will change both the pattern of 
needs and of productivity in the sector; and 

o Increasingly extreme and erratic weather will increase the number of 
emergencies to which the third sector may need to contribute resources, 

                                            
2 The Guardian, “Which would you rather have: a volunteer’s time or a funder’s money?” 
accessed at http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/03/which-
would-you-rather-have-time-or-money.  
3 Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, The Distraction Addiction: Getting the Information You Need and 
the Communication You Want, Without Enraging Your Family, Annoying Your Colleagues, and 
Destroying Your Soul.  http://www.amazon.com/The-Distraction-Addiction-Information-
Communication/dp/0316208264/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1372093597&sr=8-
1&keywords=the+distraction+addiction  
4 Third Sector, “Nine out of ten charities report a rise in demand for their services, Acevo 
survey finds” accessed at 
http://www.thirdsector.co.uk/Policy_and_Politics/article/1285359/nine-ten-charities-report-
rise-demand-services-acevo-survey-finds/  
5 See Union of Concerned Scientists, Climate Hot Map, accessed at 
http://www.climatehotmap.org/global-warming-effects/economy.html; and also USEPA, 
Climate Impacts on Human Health, accessed at 
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts-adaptation/health.html.  

http://www.acevo.org.uk/
http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/03/which-would-you-rather-have-time-or-money
http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/03/which-would-you-rather-have-time-or-money
http://www.amazon.com/The-Distraction-Addiction-Information-Communication/dp/0316208264/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1372093597&sr=8-1&keywords=the+distraction+addiction
http://www.amazon.com/The-Distraction-Addiction-Information-Communication/dp/0316208264/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1372093597&sr=8-1&keywords=the+distraction+addiction
http://www.amazon.com/The-Distraction-Addiction-Information-Communication/dp/0316208264/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1372093597&sr=8-1&keywords=the+distraction+addiction
http://www.thirdsector.co.uk/Policy_and_Politics/article/1285359/nine-ten-charities-report-rise-demand-services-acevo-survey-finds/
http://www.thirdsector.co.uk/Policy_and_Politics/article/1285359/nine-ten-charities-report-rise-demand-services-acevo-survey-finds/
http://www.climatehotmap.org/global-warming-effects/economy.html
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts-adaptation/health.html
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as well as making access to volunteer services more difficult (as this 
winter’s floods illustrate). 

This is just a partial list of emerging challenges to illustrate the range of possibilities. 

 
But significant opportunities for developing visionary third sector initiatives are also 
emerging, e.g.: 

• Socially mediated and on-line volunteering:  microvolunteering6 platforms 
provide opportunities for ‘microactions’ and crowdsourcing voluntary and 
charitable campaigns.  Microvolunteering and crowdsourcing third sector 
volunteer campaigns offer potential responses to the problem of mass distraction 
pulling people away from more immersive volunteering patterns.  Online micro-
actions also open up involvement opportunities for the elderly or homebound 
who might otherwise be excluded from traditional volunteering. 

• New forms of currencies and financing, including both community- and crowd-
based funding and financing, and community and crowd-based alternative 
currencies, offer new avenues of acquiring and distributing resources across the 
third sector and its client communities. 

• The evolving smart built environment - robotics, ubiquitous sensors, and the 
“internet of things”: smart cities, smart housing, self-driving cars, and wearable 
computing mean the elderly of the future will be immersed in – and users of – an 
environment that is constantly sensing and communicating with the people living 
in it, as well as all of its own components.  This will mean a higher level of both 
embedded technological assistance for service clients and service providers, as 
well as 24/7 monitoring to detect emerging needs and crises.7 

• Human performance enhancement and advances in gerontology:  what if the 
challenge of volunteering in an ageing society is not finding sufficient caregivers 
for the decrepit elderly, but finding sufficient opportunities for the population of 
vigorous elderly to contribute to third sector activities? 

 

How can the sector create positive options for the future? Review the assumptions 
listed in this report on pages 6 and 7.  Critique them: which of those assumptions will 
be seriously challenged by emerging changes? How can you use those emerging 
changes listed on pages 8 and 9 (and in the workshop slidedeck) as the building 
blocks of a new vision for the third sector and volunteering?  What strategies actively 
engage with these emerging changes and use them to generate or amplify 
innovation within the sector?  How can you create an ongoing awareness of 
emerging change and emerging opportunities? 
 

                                            
6 The Guardian, “Is microvolunteering the future of giving?” accessed at 
http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/05/is-microvolunteering-
the-future-of-giving  
7 Digital Trends, “Sensfloor is a smart rug that can tell when (and where) you’re standing on it,” 
accessed at http://www.digitaltrends.com/home/sensfloor-can-tell-youre-standing/#!BojQl; 
Live Science, “Will Wearable Tech Bring Humanity a ‘Sixth Sense’?” accessed at 
http://www.livescience.com/42490-wearable-biosensor-technology.html; and, as a specific 
example, Wello by Azoi - https://azoi.com/.   

http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/05/is-microvolunteering-the-future-of-giving
http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2014/mar/05/is-microvolunteering-the-future-of-giving
http://www.digitaltrends.com/home/sensfloor-can-tell-youre-standing/#!BojQl
http://www.livescience.com/42490-wearable-biosensor-technology.html
https://azoi.com/
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A positive future for the voluntary sector can be built even in the context of an 
ageing society facing economic and environmental challenges, as long as 
leadership remains alert to the opportunities embedded in emerging change.  The 
elderly of 2025 and 2035 will be another generation, with a different set of values, 
different expectations of their technological environment, and different modes of 
both face-to-face and on-line engagement from those of today’s elderly.  Keeping 
up with those changing expectations will require regular review and renewal of 
operating assumptions, creating a culture of organisational and service innovation. 
 
 
 
Relevant Resources 
• Economist Intelligence Unit, Healthcare strategies for an ageing society accessed 

at http://graphics.eiu.com/upload/eb/Philips_Healthcare_ageing_3011WEB.pdf.  
See particularly the section, “The role of technology: the robot nurse will see you 
now,” pp. 26-27: 

Intel’s research into the dynamics of ageing involves fieldwork at some 200 
hospitals and clinics, as well as over 1,000 households. The research is led by 
ethnographers, and engineers join them to study people’s everyday 
environments. The aim of this approach is to open new levels of understanding, 
balancing technological know-how with a degree of humanity. 

 

• Institute for the Future – in 2014 the IFTF is beginning a Health Horizons research 
agenda focussed on ageing:  

As we look out toward 2025, we can see demographic patterns that are at once 
unprecedented and seemingly unsustainable. Numbers like a global population 
of 1.2 billion people over the age of 60 suggest a stark future in which many of 
our traditional health institutions are overwhelmed by a gap between capacity 
and demand. But these numbers conceal a wave of new adaptations by the 
entire population—adaptations to our rapidly changing economic, social, 
technological, and natural environments—that have the potential to transform 
the human experience of aging and how we pursue health, well-being, and joy 
in our lives. 

Monitor their website for updates: http://www.iftf.org/iftf-you/programs/health-
horizons/ . 

 

• National Council for Voluntary Organisations – Third Sector Foresight Drivers List, 
available here:  http://ncvoforesight.org/drivers.html and also “Looking Out: 
What’s on the horizon for campaigning?” presentation slides at 
http://www.slideshare.net/ncvoforesight/10-jan-26-ncvo-camp-conf-preso-for-
slideshare-arial-shorter-no-fs-logos . 

 

• Oxford Institute of Population Ageing  – see Ageing Horizons, their policy futures 
newsletter: http://www.ageing.ox.ac.uk/publications/ageing-horizons.  

 

http://graphics.eiu.com/upload/eb/Philips_Healthcare_ageing_3011WEB.pdf
http://www.iftf.org/iftf-you/programs/health-horizons/
http://www.iftf.org/iftf-you/programs/health-horizons/
http://ncvoforesight.org/drivers.html
http://www.slideshare.net/ncvoforesight/10-jan-26-ncvo-camp-conf-preso-for-slideshare-arial-shorter-no-fs-logos
http://www.slideshare.net/ncvoforesight/10-jan-26-ncvo-camp-conf-preso-for-slideshare-arial-shorter-no-fs-logos
http://www.ageing.ox.ac.uk/publications/ageing-horizons
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